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Abstract

Previous studies showed that I/O could become a ma-
jor performance bottleneck in cluster-based Web servers.
Adopting a large I/O buffer cache on separate server nodes
is not a good performance-cost scheme and sometime in-
feasible because of the high price and poor reliability. Cur-
rent native file systems do not work well for the poor per-
formance. Specialized file systems suffer a poor portabil-
ity problem. In this paper, we present a new light-weight,
cooperative temporary file system (called CTFS) to boost
I/O performance for cluster-based Web servers. CTFS has
the following advantages: (a) consists of a peer-to-peer co-
operative caching system using user-level communication
technique to eliminate repeated file requests and conduct
aggressive remote prefetch, (b) runs in the user space to
achieve a good portability, (c) organizes a group of files
with good associated access locality together to form a clus-
ter unit on disk and thereby providing a sustained high I/O
performance without degradation. Comprehensive trace-
driven simulation experiments show that, CTFS achieves up
to a 37% better entire system throughput and reduces up to
47% total disk I/O latency than those in asynchronous FFS
for a 64 node cluster-based Web server.
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1. Introduction

Cluster-based Web server has become a hot research
topic in recent years. Previous work focused on load bal-
ancing, how to design scalable architectures and to im-
plement cooperative caching. There are only a few stud-
ies on I/O parts. But disk I/O could easily become a ma-
jor performance bottleneck for the increasing I/O-intensive
workloads in cluster-based Web server. With the explosive
growth in the World Wide Web (WWW) usage, Web servers

would often experience heavy overload from an explosive
number of users who have diverse interests to access the In-
ternet simultaneously. The concurrent network applications
and OS kernel processes will consume most memory space
which necessarily result in disk bound problems. For exam-
ple, Pai et al. analyzed several real-world Web traces and
found cluster-based network servers have disk-bound prob-
lems rather than CPU-bound under some typical workloads.
The entire system throughput will greatly benefit from a
disk subsystem with much better I/O performance for I/O
intensive workloads [1]. Some researchers are working on
content distributed network (CDN) and reverse proxy server
to improve system throughput through dynamic load bal-
ancing but they can not eliminate I/O problems.

Currently cluster-based Web servers are designed to run
on top of general purpose file systems like Unix Fast File
System (FFS) or NT File System (NTFS). Such a design
has several inherent performance disadvantages:

� Local file systems on different host server nodes do
not share and exchange files, and result in repeated file
processing.

� Most disk operations are read accesses [2]. Current file
system buffer cache design is not effective to support
such disk-read-intensive traffic.

� Web server workloads demonstrate good associated
access locality (a group of files always get accessed to-
gether) periodically , as a group of files (a HTML file
and its hyper-linked files) are normally accessed to-
gether [3]. Such locality indicates that prefetch is an
effective way to improve read performance. However,
current file systems have a limited prefetching ability
(prefetch blocks within a single file).

� Studies have shown that small documents (less than
20 KB size) often dominate the Web server access pat-
terns. More than 80% files in web server traffic are less
than 64 KB [4]. FFS and other conventional file sys-
tems cannot efficiently handle small files [5].

� Several specialized distributed file systems such as SGI
xFS or ReiserFS perform well but their portability is



poor. It is a daunting and extremely time-consuming
job to implement new distributed file systems. It is dif-
ficult to instruct customized prefetch and replacement
strategies into kernel-level buffer cache.

In this paper, we present anew light-weight, coopera-
tive temporary file systemcalled CTFS to address the above
problems. CTFS runs in the user-space. To ease implemen-
tation, CTFS works in front of a regular local native file
system (RFS in short) of host OS to serve repeated file ac-
cesses, while native file system still handles file operations
like creation, invalidation, permission check etc. When a file
is read in Web server at the first time, CTFS will intercept
the system call and save a temporary copy (not persistent) of
this file along with its meta-data (including URL path). All
future visits to this file will be handed off to CTFS bypass-
ing the regular file system until this file is stale or deleted.
The entire process is completely transparent to users. CTFS
adopts a new local temporary file system (called TFS [6])
to manage its local disk subsystem called cache disk on
each server node, a dedicated raw disk or raw disk parti-
tion used to cache temporary files. TFS can provide a sus-
tained high I/O performance without degradation (discussed
in section 2.2). Each TFS works cooperatively with other
peer TFS on other server nodes by sharing their temporary
files via a user-level communication technique.

In order to achieve both high performance and easy im-
plementation in the user-space, CTFS adopts remote di-
rect memory access technique (RDMA) to realize peer
TFS communications. RDMA is a user-level communica-
tion technique used to transfer data to the memory address
space on a remote machine bypassing the intervention of
CPU and OS [7]. RDMA has several successful implemen-
tations like Myrinet-VI [8]. Current RDMA implementation
on VIA/Giganet has already achieved 113 MBytes/s band-
width that is fast enough to support a large amount of co-
operative data being transferred for CTFS. The rationale is
such a RDMA read/write has one to two magnitude faster
transfer speed than local disk access. For example, send-
ing a 32 KB message by RDMA between two server nodes
takes 0.29 milliseconds while a local disk access to 32 KB
data needs 8 milliseconds [9].

2. The Design and Implementation of CTFS

2.1. CTFS System Architecture

As illustrated in Figure 1, CTFS intercepts client re-
quests from the server process and checks whether the tar-
get file1 is cached in CTFS or not. If not, CTFS will pass it

1 The target file refers to a web page (identified by the URL
path)requested from a server.

to RFS. CTFS consists of a peer-to-peer cooperative tempo-
rary file system. Every peer local TFS works for its corre-
sponding server node. For example, TFS-1 represents a lo-
cal cache disk subsystem on node 1 (similar abbreviation
in this paper). All peer TFS work cooperatively with each
other. CTFS actually acts as a large virtual I/O cache that
is transparent to the clients. Since the cooperative work is
based on peer-to-peer architecture, CTFS can still achievea
good scalability.
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Figure 1. CTFS Architecture

2.2. A Local Peer TFS

We adapt a new local, light-weight, temporary file sys-
tem TFS to manage the cache disk [10]. It can provide a
sustained high I/O performance under I/O intensive work-
loads. There are several important components in TFS:

1. In-memory File Lookup Table
A hash table is used to retrieve all temporary files
cached both in a RAM buffer cache and the cache disk.

2. RAM buffer cache
This is TFS application buffer cache that stores hot
files. Files in the buffer are organized in a double-
linked LRU list. For each HTML file, TFS also main-
tains a group list of files that should be collocated with
this HTML file. When the buffer cache is full, TFS will
form a cluster including the least-recently-used HTML
file together with its collocated files and write the en-
tire cluster to the cache disk at a single large disk write.

3. A Cluster-structured Storage System (CSS)
This is a new high performance disk storage system
that manages disk clusters on the cache disk.

Notice every TFS has a summary cache that is used
in cooperative work with other peer TFS (described in
section 2.3). One unique advantage of TFS over the log-
structured file system (LFS) [5], which has similar good
write performance, is no garbage collection overhead on
cache disks.



Large files are not common in Web server workloads.
For the real-world traces we used, less than 10% of files are
larger than 128 KB (TFS does not store files larger than
4 MB). TFS uses a “cluster array” in the file meta-data
(which is located in the first cluster of the large file) to indi-
cate all cluster IDs of the remaining clusters. The contents
of the array are ignored if the file is smaller than a clus-
ter.

2.3. Cooperative Caching in CTFS

transfer by remote DMA
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(c1)fetch from cache disk
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fetch from local disk
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Figure 2. Cooperative Caching Illustration

2.3.1. Cooperative CachingFigure 2 shows how cooper-
ative caching works. When TFS-1 (local TFS from server
node 1, similar abbreviation below) receives a HTTP URL
request, TFS-1 checks whether the target file is in the RAM
(RFS buffer cache and TFS-1 buffer cache) or not. In case
of a hit, CTFS simply pass the control to the server pro-
cess to do the transmission. For a RAM buffer cache miss,
TFS-1 checks its summary cache whether other nodes have
the target file in remote buffer cache (described in more de-
tail soon). If any TFS on other server nodes (for example,
node 2 in the figure) has this file in its buffer cache, node
1 sends a target file request to node 2. The node 2 receives
the request and forwards the target file together with its col-
located files (if any in RAM) to node 1 by remote DMA
(as shown in step (c1)). If there is no remote memory hit,
TFS-1 would check whether the target file is on the local
cache disk. If so, TFS-1 reads the entire cluster containing
the target file into memory as shown in step (c2). If the tar-
get file is not on TFS-1 cache disk, TFS-1 will notify RFS to
read this target file from the RFS disk partition as shown in

step (c3). At the same time, TFS-1 saves a copy of the tar-
get file in the buffer cache.

By sharing all different TFS buffer cache information,
we actually increase the entire size of CTFS buffer cache.
Since remote data transfer by RDMA is much faster than
that by local disk access, when a requested file is not in the
local buffer cache but in other remote buffer caches, CTFS
can greatly reduce the response time by RDMA the target
file from remote buffer cache rather than reading from the
local disk.

2.3.2. Summary Cache DesignEvery TFS implements
an individual summary cache to support cooperative work.
CTFS borrows the summary cache design from Li Fan et
al’s work in wide-area web cache sharing protocol [11]. A
Bloom filter is a method for representing a set of keys to
support membership queries. Each TFS maintains a local
Bloom filter to represent its own cache URL documents in
RAM, and sends the bit array (calculated by a 128-bit MD5
hash function) to other peer TFS. When updating the sum-
mary, TFS simply sends the whole bit array to other nodes.
The update threshold is chosen 5% with a load factor 16.

Such a summary cache design presents a good scalable
solution. Assuming CTFS has 64 peer TFS each with 100 K
files. The bloom filter memory needed to represent 0.1 M
files is 0.2 MB at load factor 16. Each TFS only needs about
12.8 MB to represent all summaries plus another 0.8 MB to
represent its own counters. The introduced overhead is un-
der 0.005 messages per request for 64 server nodes.

2.3.3. Advantageous PrefetchOne important advantage
of CTFS is, CTFS actually does prefetching simultaneously
when reading the target file from remote buffer cache or lo-
cal CTFS cache disk in case of a remote memory hit or lo-
cal cache disk hit respectively.

If the target file is not in local buffer cache on node 1
but in a remote buffer cache, CTFS transfers the target file
together with its collocated files (if any in RAM) to node
1 rather than just transferring only target file. Transferring
a large amount of data by RDMA costs a much shorter
time than directly reading from the local disk. Within the
VIA/Giganet network, a 128 KB data RDMA transfer only
takes 1.1 milliseconds that is only one ninth of the disk ac-
cess time [9]. These collocated files will be accessed soon
since they have a good associated access locality with the
target file. By the remote prefetching, CTFS can also save
many future disk reads. Similarly, when CTFS needs to read
the target file from the local cache disk, it would read the en-
tire disk cluster that contains the target file. Reading a large
cluster from the disk is very effective than reading a sin-
gle small file because such a large I/O like 128 KB disk
read takes 9.3 ms while a small one like 16 KB disk read
still costs 8.1 ms. The cluster contains many small files that
will likely be accessed soon because of their associated ac-



cess locality with the target file. In CTFS, a HTML file is
grouped with its collocated list files (such as its embed-
ded images, audio files, hyper-link files etc) together both
in memory and on cache disk. Since small prefetched files
will get accessed soon in RAM, CTFS saves many future
disk accesses.

2.4. Consistency Control

CTFS is a cooperative scalable file system, and may
cache multiple copies of one unique file on several server
nodes, CTFS needs to maintain consistency problems. The
copy may reside both in buffer cache and on cache disk.
When a file is stale, native file system passes an invalida-
tion notice to CTFS. CTFS informs local TFS and invali-
dates it both in buffer cache and on cache disk. If the stale
file is in the buffer cache, CTFS would also invalidate the
stale file’s collocated list files in addition to the stale file.
If the stale file is on cache disk, CTFS would invalidate the
whole cluster that contains the stale file. Notice CTFS only
needs to mark the entry empty in RAM without any disk ac-
cess involved. Such consistency overhead is not a concern
since there are very few invalidations found in Web server
workloads. The related intra-network communication over-
head is minimal because remote DMA operations bypass
CPU’s intervention.

On the other hand, since CTFS groups the associated
files with good access locality together in a cluster, these
small files from the same cluster will also likely be in-
validated together. By this group invalidation, CTFS saves
many small future invalidation messages on the network.
Such a group invalidation strategy actually reduces the net-
work bandwidth consumption spent on the consistency con-
trol, and improves the entire system throughput. This is
similar to Krishnamurthy and Wills’ piggyback invalidation
policies [12].

In addition, this design has other advantages: The en-
tire invalidation job is only done in RAM and there is no
disk I/O overhead. There are no garbage holes left on cache
disk, which is the major problem of LFS. CTFS always in-
validates the entire cluster on the disk, so that garbage will
never be generated. The invalidated cluster are freed for fu-
ture writes instantly.

2.5. Recovery

Data reliability in CTFS is not a major concern because
CTFS is a temporary file system, not real. Native file sys-
tem always saves fresh copies of all files. If cached docu-
ments in CTFS are lost due to a crash or unplanned shut-
down, files can be fetched again from the native file system
when the Web server restarts to work.

Some high-end cluster-based Web servers may demand
persistent high performance. In such situations, CTFS can
simply implement a log containing the most recently used
cluster IDs for all local TFSs and saves this log periodically
to individual cache disks according to the local TFS cluster
LRU lists. After a crash, the clusters on this log are scanned
in first, CTFS can quickly achieve a hit rate close to that be-
fore crash.

3. Experimental Methodology

To study a range of server cluster size under different as-
sumptions for the number of server nodes, networking la-
tency, amount of memory and other parameters, we develop
a CTFS experimental framework with several configurable
input parameters. A Dell Dimension 8200 with 2 GHz P4
CPU, 2 GB DDR memory and 82 GB IBM disk is used as
a host simulation machine running on top of Redhat Linux
7.3. CTFS framework is a HTTP Web server trace-driven
simulator that can accept multiple server log traces in dif-
ferent formats. It consists of three layers: a cluster-based
Web server architecture with maximal 64 nodes, a coopera-
tive temporary file system working with native file system2

and a disk simulation slaver. File system simulation con-
tains file read and file write. There are no invalidation infor-
mation found in Web server traces. We use Disksim [13],
a comprehensive disk simulator, to emulate disk behavior
in experiments. Other two system layers are built on top of
Disksim. Three kinds of group events including file system,
network communication and disk driver are processed sep-
arately in a central event handler of Disksim. The baseline
system’s simulation model also has three layers except that
FFS -async is the only file system working on the disk.

3.1. Theoretical Simulation Model

The simulation mode is depicted in Figure 3. Each node
consists of a CPU, local TFS and local RFS with locally-
attached disks, with separate queues for each. In addition,
on each node, local TFS and RFS maintain theirs own
I/O buffer cache of configurable size and replacement pol-
icy. The total RAM buffer cache size including local TFS
buffer cache, summary cache and FFS buffer cache in CTFS
equals to FFS buffer cache size in the baseline system. For
simplicity, caching is performed on a whole-file basis.

Processing a HTTP request has the following steps: con-
nection establishment, disk reads from CTFS or RFS (only
if needed), message or data transfer within intra-network,
target data transmission, and connection shut down.

2 In the experiments, FFS mounted on asynchronous mode, FFS -async
in brief is chosen as the baseline native file system. FFS -async has a
good I/O write performance since all writes are asynchronous.
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Figure 3. CTFS Simulation Model

The input parameters for the normal request processing
steps used in CTFS simulations were derived by perform-
ing measurements on a 1.5 GHz Pentium IV machine with
512 MB memory running Redhat Linux 7.0 and an Apache
1.3 Web server. Connection establishment and shut down
costs are set at 40�s of CPU time each, while transmit
processing incurs 30�s per 512 bytes. Using these num-
bers, an 8 KB document can be served from I/O buffer
cache at a rate of approximately 1786 requests/sec. For the
VIA/Giganet intra-network communications between any
two server nodes, a 4 byte message takes 9 microseconds
while 32 KB message takes 0.29 milliseconds. Both num-
bers come from Carrera et al.’s cluster server study [9].

Because CTFS will address I/O performance study, we
use a comprehensive, fully-validated Disksim to accurately
emulate disk behaviors. We use a 27.3 GB disk model as the
locally-attached disks for local TFS, which is ported from
the Quantum Atlas 10K 9.1 GB disk drive model validated
by Disksim. We triple the sectors of each track to expand
the disk capacity. It has a 55 MB/sec peak transfer rate.

The I/O buffer cache replacement policy we chose for
the native file system is Greedy-Dual-Size (GDS), as it ap-
pears to be the best known policy for Web workloads [14].
CTFS buffer cache does have its special replacement policy:
when the buffer is full, CTFS compacts a less-recently-used
HTML file along with its collocated files into a cluster (mul-
tiple clusters if needed) and writes to the local cache disk.
Files with more than 4 MB are not cached in both CTFS and
the baseline system. A weighted round-robin request dis-
tribution strategy is selected as a request distributor in the
front-end, which represents the state-of-art strategy.

3.2. Configure Simulation

Properties UCBSep01 SpecWeb99

Location U. of California U. of Nebraska
Berkeley Lincoln

Duration Sep.1-Dec.1, Sep.7-Sep.8
2001 2002

Requests 14,413,271 40,000,000
Bytes Xerred(MB) 320,056 350,000
Unique Bytes(MB) 14,605 25,000

Mean File(B) 26,040 18,584
Median File(B) 6,912 5,094

Table 1. Characteristics of Web Server Traces

One of the traces we use was generated by combining
logs in a three-month period from Computer Science De-
partment in University of California, Berkeley. The other is
a synthetic trace generated by SpecWeb99 [15]. The trace
experimental framework consists of one Dell Dimension
8200 machine, 2.0GHz P4 with 2 GB memory with Red-
hat Linux 7.3 platform as a web server, and other four Sun
Ultra20 workstations as clients.

Table 1 describes the characteristics of two traces used
in our experiments. The above results do not include large
files (bigger than 4 MB). In our experiments, both CTFS
and baseline system do not cache files with size bigger than
4 MB at all. As the I/O traffic is sensitive to the size of I/O
buffer caches in experimental framework, we chose to set
the default node I/O buffer cache size in our simulations
to 512 MB. Notice in CTFS design, the local TFS buffer
cache, summary cache and native FFS share a 512 MB
memory. Because only the file accessed at first time will go
into FFS I/O buffer cache, later repeated accesses go to TFS
buffer cache, FFS I/O buffer cache size will be quickly re-
duced and leave memory space for TFS buffer cache. This
cache size has reflected reality because the cache has to
share main memory with other OS kernel and server appli-
cations. This configuration typically requires at least 1 GB
of memory in an actual server node.

In order to measure the system performance in the stable
state and avoid the transient effect, we used the first 200,000
requests to warm-up the system and started measuring per-
formance after that point.

3.3. Performance Metrics

The simulator calculates the overall system throughput,
total I/O latency and buffer cache hit rate. Throughput is the



number of requests in the trace that were served per second
by the entire cluster, calculated as the number of requests in
the trace divided by the simulated time it took to finish serv-
ing all the requests in the trace. Total I/O latency includes
the sum of all disk access times for HTTP requests. The
buffer cache hit ratio is the number of requests that hit in all
server node’s I/O buffer cache and CTFS buffer cache (only
in CTFS design, not in baseline system) divided by the to-
tal number of requests in the trace.

System throughput is the best summary metric, since it
is affected by all factors. I/O latency tells how well CTFS
and native FFS work for I/O traffic in disk subsystems. The
buffer cache hit rate tells how well locality is maintained.

4. Performance Evaluation

We vary the number of server node from one to sixteen
and run cluster-based Web server simulations on baseline
system (namely FFS -async) and CTFS design.

4.1. University of California, Berkeley Trace

Figure 4 (A) shows the aggregate throughput in CTFS
and FFS for cluster-based Web server, and Figure 4 (B)
shows the improvement of CTFS throughput compared to
that of FFS, with CTFS throughput divides FFS through-
put minus 1. As shown in Figure 4 (B), CTFS achieves a
24–31% better system throughput than FFS does. When the
the number of distributed server node increases, the speedup
keeps a similar increasing ratio. The reason is that CTFS
consists multiple peer-to-peer local TFSs working cooper-
atively together and does not have performance bottleneck
coming from central coordinations. CTFS has achieved a
good scalability.

Figure 5 (A) shows the total I/O latency from all HTTP
requests on entire server nodes and Figure 5 (B) shows the
reduced I/O of CTFS compared to that of FFS, with 1 mi-
nus CTFS total I/O latency dividing FFS total I/O latency.
We can see that CTFS reduces a lot of I/O latency com-
pared to FFS, from 36% to 47% with various number of
server nodes. CTFS eliminates major file meta-data I/Os,
provides persistent high I/O performance with no garbage
collection overheads, and maximizes the disk bandwidth by
using large-only I/Os. Efficient cluster grouping, coopera-
tive caching and local/remote prefetch also make significant
contributions to the reduced I/Os. Based on all these novel
features, CTFS boosts I/O performance dramatically com-
pared to FFS for cluster-based Web server.

4.2. SpecWeb99 Trace

We also collected results by feeding the SpecWeb99
trace into experiment framework. Figure 6 (A) shows the
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Figure 4. System Throughput between CTFS
and FFS -async with Berkeley Trace

aggregate throughput in CTFS and FFS, and Figure 6
(B) shows the improvement of CTFS throughput com-
pared to that of FFS, with CTFS throughput divides FFS
throughput minus 1. CTFS achieves a 26–37% better sys-
tem throughput than FFS does. There are more small files in
SpecWeb99 Trace than in Berkeley Trace. The higher local-
ity of SpecWeb99 trace demands a smaller effective cache
size to cache the working set. These facts lead to a higher
system throughput in SpecWeb99 trace than in Berke-
ley trace. Because CTFS uses several novel designs to op-
timize small file I/O accesses, like clustering, prefetch
and cooperative caching, compared to the baseline sys-
tem, CTFS has a better speedup in SpecWeb99 trace than
in Berkeley trace.

5. Related Work

Cooperative caching is proved to be an effective way to
boost the system performance in distributed environment.
Dahlin et al. studied cooperative caching (coordinating the
file caches of many machines distributed on a LAN to form
a more effective overall file cache) that can improve file sys-
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Figure 5. Total I/O Latency between CTFS and
FFS -async with Berkeley Trace

tem read response time by as much as 73% [16]. Holmedahl
et al. studies a cooperative caching of dynamic content to
improve cluster-based Web server performance. Their mo-
tivation comes from such a fact: some repeated dynamic re-
quests would cost too much time on server side, including
I/O accesses and CPU computing [17]. CTFS implements
this cooperative job using a peer-to-peer temporary file sys-
tem in the user space.

Recently some researchers develop several new file sys-
tems for local Internet servers. We presented a user-level,
customized file system called UCFS for Web proxy
servers [18]. UCFS is a user-level software compo-
nent of a proxy server, which manages data on a raw disk or
disk partition. It is not only easy and inexpensive to be im-
plemented, but also has good portability and maintain-
ability. CTFS shares some insights with UCFS design for
its local storage system but extends to work in a clus-
ter system. It uses remote DMA to transfer data and mes-
sages.

Several papers discussed designs of temporary file sys-
tems and memory-only file systems. These two systems are
very similar and both have weak-consistency. McKusicket
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Figure 6. System Throughput between CTFS
and FFS -async with SpecWeb Trace

al. developed a memory-only file system that is built in the
virtual address space and substantially faster than on-disk
system [19]. The tmpfs file system, developed by Sun Mi-
crosystems [20], combined the powerful facilities of the vn-
ode interface and the new virtual memory architecture to
provide an efficient mechanism for temporary files. These
systems mainly try to store data in memory in order to
achieve high performance, while CTFS needs to keep data
both on disk and in memory and still achieve good perfor-
mance. Also, the memory-only file system and tmpfs are
both implemented in the kernel space while most CTFS
codes run in the user-space.

A new architecture technique called Virtual Interface
Architecture [7] has been quickly developed in file sys-
tems and user-level communications. Magoutis et al. im-
plemented the Direct Access File System (DAFS) on Free
BSD. DAFS is an emerging industrial standard for network-
attached storage. It takes advantage of VIA standards which
enables a user-level file system structure in which client-
side functionality for remote data access resides in a library
rather than in the kernel [21]. Carrera et al. conducted com-
prehensive studies on user-level communications in cluster



Web servers [9]. Their results show that higher gain (up to
55%) can be accrued for workload with large working sets
and next-generation servers running on large clusters with
VIA user-level communications. CTFS uses the same re-
mote DMA technique to implement cooperative commu-
nications and maintain consistency. This technique makes
CTFS with VIA/RDMA implementation possibly in the
user space but still achieve good performance.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a novel light-weight, cooperative
temporary file system called CTFS for cluster-based Web
server architecture. The system has the following signifi-
cant advantages over current file systems like asynchronous
FFS of host OS in cluster-based Web servers: it is easy and
inexpensive to implement and maintain and has an excellent
portability, and a good scalability since it does not have any
central coordination process; new local and remote prefetch
design together with the cooperative work help CTFS boost
the system throughput, total I/O buffer cache hit rate and
greatly reduces I/O traffic; a local high performance storage
subsystem adopts several novel designs to support a sus-
tained high I/O performance. CTFS keeps a good scalable
performance with the increasing number of server nodes.
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